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ABSTRACT
We report a single-case intervention study of Alan, a child aged 10;04,
who presented with spelling difﬁculty but good reading skills.
Assessment of the potential cognitive functions underlying the
spelling difﬁculty explored phonological abilities, visual memory and
letter report. We also assessed print exposure and verbal memory.
Results of analysis of spelling performance revealed an effect of word
length on accuracy, and spelling errors involving omission, insertion,
substitution and transposition of graphemes. Results of the literacy-
related assessments indicated that Alan did not have a phonological
or visual memory deﬁcit, but he showed impaired performance in the
letter-report task when asked to report all the letters in the ﬁve-item
test array. On the basis of previous research, we hypothesised that
Alan’s unexpectedly poor spelling was due to a graphemic buffer
deﬁcit. Two different interventions were employed: a lexical-
orthographic programme, followed by one aimed at improving
sublexical abilities. The results showed a signiﬁcant increase in
spelling accuracy after the lexical-orthographic intervention for the
treated word set, and a small improvement for the untrained words
that was signiﬁcant at delayed post-intervention testing. The
improvement was shown to persist over time. No improvement in
spelling was observed after the sublexical intervention. The study
emphasises the importance of a wide assessment in order to
investigate cognitive processes underpinning spelling difﬁculty.
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Introduction
Spelling difﬁculties are commonly associated with poor reading, or else they can be a problem
associated with dyslexia that persists over time when a reading deﬁcit has resolved (e.g.,
Kohnen, Nickels, Coltheart, & Brunsdon, 2008). However, spelling difﬁculty can exist as an isolated
difﬁculty in competent readers who do not have any history of reading problems. The present
study involves a 10-year-old child, Alan, with just such an ‘unexpected’ spelling difﬁculty. He exhib-
ited a striking dissociation of above-average reading skill and impaired spelling. We report assess-
ments that were aimed at identifying a potential underlying deﬁcit, as well as the results from two
intervention programmes that were administered with the aim of improving Alan’s spelling ability.
The dual-route model (Barry, 1994; Rapcsak, Henry, Teague, Carnahan, & Beeson, 2007) postu-
lates two separate but interacting processes (see Tainturier & Rapp, 2001, for a review) by which
words and nonwords or unknown words can be written: a lexical/semantic route and a nonlexical/
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sublexical route. Irregular words (such as yacht) that do not follow the conventional sound-letter
correspondences need to be processed by the lexical route as whole words. A difﬁculty with lexical
processes will hamper the establishment of orthographic-lexical representations. Surface dys-
graphicsmake more errors in irregular than regular words (a regularity effect). They also spell non-
words relatively well in comparison with words, and make phonologically plausible errors spelling,
e.g., <yacht> as <yot>. The second set of processes postulated in dual-route theory is responsible
for the ability to spell unfamiliar words or nonwords (e.g., <wup>) that do not have any conceptual
orthographical representation. A selective impairment in the acquisition of phoneme-grapheme
rules is labelled phonological dysgraphia, which is characterised by better performance in words
than nonwords and a word-frequency effect (Spencer, 1999).
Since different types of dysgraphia may arise from different deﬁcits, the research into possible
underlying causes of unexpected spelling difﬁculty has tended to focus on three main expla-
nations, a mild phonological deﬁcit, inefﬁcient orthographic processing and a deﬁcit of visual
memory. We review the evidence for these before outlining the details of the present study.
The ‘phonological core deﬁcit’ hypothesis (Stanovich, 1986) has been the main explanation and
focus of research for developmental literacy difﬁculties for several decades. Based on the hypoth-
esis, researchers have used direct assessments of phonological abilities to investigate this expla-
nation for poor spelling. Perin (1983) used the Spoonerisms task, where testees are asked to
transpose the initial phonemes of pairs of words, and reported poor performance in 14- and
15-year-old unexpectedly poor spellers. Burden (1992) reported poor nonword reading skill in
adult unexpectedly poor spellers. However, in the latter study Burden reported results of a
post-hoc reading test that indicated that the good and poor spellers were not matched for
reading ability. Masterson, Laxon, Lovejoy, and Morris (2007) failed to ﬁnd a signiﬁcant difference
in spoonerisms performance between good and poor spellers (university students) matched on
reading comprehension skill. They also assessed accuracy and latency for picture naming, a task
that has been used to assess phonological difﬁculties in the past, and failed to ﬁnd a group differ-
ence. Holmes and Quinn (2009) also failed to detect a group difference for either picture naming or
phoneme counting with university students divided into good and poor spellers and matched on
word reading skill.
In summary, there is evidence that a phonological difﬁculty is not the only factor explaining
unexpectedly poor spelling. In addition, there are a number of studies describing unexpectedly
poor spellers whose errors were characterised by phonologically plausible responses (such as
<yacht><yot>). This type of error has been interpreted as due to a difﬁculty accessing
whole-word (lexical) representations and subsequent recourse to use of sublexical or phonological
processes. Frith (1978, 1980) was the ﬁrst to investigate potential reasons for unexpectedly poor
spelling. Her participants were 12-year old good and poor spellers matched on word reading
ability. She argued against the possibility that phonological difﬁculties might be the cause of unex-
pectedly poor spelling since the errors of the poor spellers were mainly phonologically appropri-
ate. Masterson et al. (2007) reported predominantly phonologically appropriate spelling errors for
unexpectedly poor adult spellers, although the percentage of these (85%) was slightly less than in
the good spellers (93%). Bruck and Waters (1990) reported phonologically inappropriate spelling
errors in eight-year-old unexpectedly poor spellers, however, the difference was found only when
the classiﬁcation system took account of positional constraints, and Holmes, Malone, and Reden-
bach (2008) point out that this could be regarded as a form of orthographic rather than phono-
logical knowledge. Holmes et al. reported the same rate of phonologically plausible errors for
unexpectedly poor spellers and good spellers who were university students.
A second potential cause of unexpectedly poor spelling that has been investigated is a deﬁcit of
visual memory. Goulandris and Snowling (1991) reported the case of JAS a 22-year-old student
whose reading was assessed at just within the average range but whose spelling, especially of irre-
gular words, was poor. JAS had relatively good phonological decoding skills as assessed by
nonword reading, but she had a signiﬁcant visual memory deﬁcit. She had very poor performance
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in a task involving the reproduction of a sequence of unfamiliar symbols. Goulandris and Snowling
suggested that poor visual memory in the case of JAS, might have been responsible for an inability
to set up detailed orthographic representations. Romani, Ward, and Olson (1999) tested AW, a 22-
year-old university student with particuarly poor irregular word spelling but good reading skills.
Phonological awareness, phonological short-term memory, visual spatial and episodic memory
skills were all found to be good. However, AW performed poorly in tasks that involved reconstruct-
ing the order of a series of complex characters when these were presented sequentially. Romani
et al. suggested that AW’s selective deﬁcit of encoding serial order had led to the formation of
orthographic representations that could support reading but not spelling.
A third alternative potential cause of unexpectedly poor spelling that has been explored is inef-
ﬁcient orthographic processing. This was ﬁrst suggested by Frith’s (1985) ﬁnding that adolescent
unexpectedly poor spellers were worse than good spellers at detecting instances of silent e in a
letter-cancellation task. Frith suggested that habitual reliance on partial cues in reading leads to
the establishment of incomplete orthographic representations. Holmes and Castles (2001) and
Holmes et al. (2008) provided support for this hypothesis with adult unexpectedly poor spellers,
reporting poor performance in tasks that involved, for example, detecting letter transpositions in
misordered words. Further support for the explanation was provided by Hanley, Hastie, and Kay
(1992) who reported the case of a 22-year-old man with surface dysgraphia. His word reading
was generally accurate but lexical decision performance was poor. Finally, Masterson et al.
(2007) reported misclassiﬁcation errors with nonwords in a lexical-decision task in unexpectedly
poor adult spellers, as well as poor performance in letter report from brieﬂy presented letter arrays.
A difﬁculty in letter report using brieﬂy presented arrays has been reported in a subset of dys-
lexic children in a number of recent studies (e.g., Bosse, Tainturier, & Valdois, 2007; Valdois et al.,
2003). It has been interpreted in terms of a difﬁculty in the processing of multiple elements in par-
allel, which leads to a disruption of the processing and memorisation of orthographic units (e.g.,
syllables and words) during the course of reading acquisition. Valdois et al. (2003) used a paradigm
where sequences of ﬁve consonants were brieﬂy shown. In the whole report version, as in the task
used by Masterson et al. with adults (2007), participants were asked to report all the letters in the
array, while in the partial report version a probe was presented after the letter sequence to indicate
report of one letter in the array. This paradigm was used in the present study to allow comparison
with results from previous studies with children.
In the literature on acquired dysgraphia, there have been several descriptions of patients with a
selective spelling difﬁculty thought to be due to damage to the graphemic buffer (e.g., Caramazza,
Miceli, Villa, & Romani, 1987; Hillis & Caramazza, 1989; Schiller, Greenhall, Shelton, & Caramazza,
2001). The graphemic buffer is the post-lexical store responsible for holding abstract grapheme
identities and their order before peripheral output processes for spelling (Tainturier & Rapp,
2001). The patients’ spelling responses are characterised by transposition, substitution, insertion
and deletion of graphemes, regardless of mode of output (handwritten, typewritten, etc.), and
regardless of whether stimuli are words or nonwords. Errors increase in rate as a function of
letter length, and they are not subject to lexical factors, such as word class or frequency. The
fact that the errors made by the patients are not inﬂuenced by lexicality or lexical factors is attrib-
uted to the deﬁcit arising post-lexically; the types of errors made and word-length effect are
thought to reﬂect the degradation of graphemic representations of words in the graphemic
buffer. The disorder was reported in 10 Hebrew-speaking participants with developmental spelling
difﬁculty by Yachini and Friedmann (2010). We discuss this type of dysgraphia since, as we shall
see in the next sections, Alan’s spelling shared many of the same features, and so his difﬁculty
may be due to a deﬁcit of the graphemic buffer.
We employed a range of assessments in order to address the potential causes of unexpectedly
poor spelling in Alan’s case. Phonological processing, visual memory and letter report were inves-
tigated. Two groups of comparison children were recruited who were matched to Alan in terms of
chronological age and spelling ability. After reporting the results of the investigations, in the
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second part of the paper we report two training studies focusing on different aspects of spelling
skill.
Case study
Case history
Alan was aged 10;04 at the start of the current study and was attending Year 5 of a mainstream
primary school in London, UK. A teacher at the school referred Alan to us for a spelling difﬁculty.
During assessment conducted when Alan was 9;10, before the present study, reading ability was
assessed with the Wechsler Individual Achievement Test Second UK Edition for Teachers (Rust &
Golombok, 2006), and was found to be at the 87th percentile (age equivalent = 14 years). Spelling
ability was assessed at the same time as reading, with the Single Word Spelling Test (Sacre & Mas-
terson, 2000). Alan’s age equivalent score was 8;10 years. School records reported a discontinuity
in literacy learning skills: in Year 4 Alan did not reach the national standard level for writing, while a
better performance was achieved during the following school year. No other information about
spelling was available. Alan’s developmental history, according to parental report, was uneventful:
milestones were met at appropriate ages. Alan’s mother described his handwriting as slow and
effortful while she described him as an assiduous reader. Also, Alan was able to easily remember
visual sequences in storybooks. A spelling problem in two older sisters was reported. No sensory/
motor/behavioural difﬁculties were mentioned. The study received ethical approval from the Insti-
tute of Education, University of London and was carried out once informed parental written
consent had been received.
Background assessments
The following background assessments were administered in a quiet room at Alan’s school over a
three-week period at the beginning of the study. Non-verbal reasoning was assessed using the
Matrix Analogies Test (Naglieri, 1985). Receptive vocabulary was assessed with the British
Picture Vocabulary Scale, second edition (BPVSII; Dunn, Dunn, & Whetton, 1997), and arithmetic
ability with the arithmetic subtest from the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, Fourth UK
Edition (WISC IVUK; Wechsler, 2004).
Spelling, single word reading, reading speed and reading comprehension were assessed with
the Wechsler Individual Achievement Test Second UK Edition for Teachers (WIAT-IIUK—T; Rust &
Golombok, 2006). The WIAT spelling task consists of a spelling-to-dictation task containing
regular and irregular words. We carried out the testing, as with all the standardised assessments,
according to manual directions. According to these, the starting point in the test is determined by
chronological age. Items are read aloud by the tester, then provided in the context of a sentence,
and then read aloud again. The test is interrupted after six consecutive errors. Self-corrections are
noted as qualitative observations and counted as correct if the self-corrected response is correct.
Alan made two self-corrections but both resulted in misspelt words.
Lexical and sublexical skills for reading were evaluated with the Diagnostic Test of Word
Reading Processes (DTWRP; Forum for Research in Language and Literacy, 2012). This consists
of three subtests of regular words, irregular words and nonwords, each with 30 items of increasing
length and orthographic complexity. Alan’s results in the DTWRP and for the other standardised
background assessments are given in Table 1.
We investigated Alan’s exposure to print with two tasks, an Author Recognition Test and Title
Recognition Test, as described in Rudra (2005). The tests consist of 25 authors’ names/book titles
chosen from books for children aged 9–11 years, intermixed with made-up book titles/author
names. The total score is the difference between the items the child is able to recognise and
those erroneously identiﬁed. The normative sample consisted of 21 females and 27 males
(mean age in months = 119.3, SD = 9.5) (Rudra, 2005). Alan’s score for title recognition was in
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the average range (Alan’s score = 13, normative sample average: 13.8; SD = 4.1) while his score for
author recognition was below that of the control group (Alan’s score =−1, normative sample
average: 8.4; SD = 3.3).
Summary of results in background assessments
Alan scored highly for receptive vocabulary and non-verbal reasoning. The results for the different
aspects of reading were all within the average range, and the score for reading comprehension
was above average. In the Title Recognition Test, Alan’s score did not differ from that of the con-
trols, however, in the Author Recognition Test his score was worse than that of the controls. This
ﬁnding might be interpreted as a lack of attention to books’ authors as Alan was described as a
keen reader by both his parents and his teacher. In contrast, Alan’s result for spelling showed a
selective deﬁcit, with a standard score of 81 in the WIAT spelling test (spelling age equivalent =
7;8). Alan’s spelling performance was explored in more detail with the results reported in the
next section.
Further assessment of spelling
A list of 60 words (from Masterson et al., 2008), consisting of 45 regular words and 15 irregular
words, was used in a spelling-to-dictation task. Items were read aloud by the tester, then provided
in the context of a sentence to disambiguate the meaning, and then read aloud again. The word
list of regular words contains simple (e.g., <day>) and complex (e.g., <ceiling>) spelling-rules
(Venezky, 1970).
Twelve children from a school with the same intake as Alan’s school were recruited to serve as a
chronological-age (CA) comparison group. The group consisted of seven girls and ﬁve boys (mean
age in months = 124.33, SD = 1.56, range 122–126). A further 12 children were recruited to serve as
a spelling-age (SA) comparison group. There were six girls and six boys (mean age in months =
92.25, SD = 1.36, range 90–94). The SA group had reading ages within six months of their chrono-
logical age (mean spelling age in months = 92.33, SD = 3.17, range = 88–96).
The comparison group children were tested with the standardised Matrix Analogies test, to
assess non-verbal reasoning abilities, and the spelling subtask from the WIAT, for the purposes
of matching. The two standardised tests were administered to the children individually. A
summary of their results is in Table 1. The comparison children were also assessed in spelling-
to-dictation of the 60-word list, and this task was group administered. For the group adminis-
tration there were three adults in the room at the time of testing. Children were instructed to
ask for repetition if they were not sure what the word was on each trial. The testers were vigilant
Table 1. Scores in the background assessments (standard deviations in parentheses)
Measures Alan Percentile
Chronological-age
comparison group mean
Spelling-age comparison
group mean
Non-verbal reasoning 125 99 96.17
(8.38)
104.75
(10.92)
Receptive Vocabulary 133 99
Arithmetic 11a
Single-word reading 110 75
Reading rate 111 77
Reading comprehension 123 94
Spelling 81 10 102.50
(8.73)
99.67
(3.48)
Nonword reading 5b
Regular word reading 7b
Irregular word reading 7b
Notes: ascaled score (M = 10, SD = 3); bstanine score (range 1–9 and average = 5);
for other results M = 100, SD = 15. Scores in bold are below-average.
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in checking that children worked separately. Before moving on to the next item in the list, atten-
tion was given to ensure all children had ﬁnished their response. Accuracy in the 60-word list for
Alan and for the two comparison groups is reported in Table 2.
Modiﬁed t-tests were performed, following the procedure described in Crawford and Howell
(1998), to look for differences in Alan’s spelling scores in the 60-word list and those of the com-
parison groups. All comparisons involve one-tailed probabilities. There was a signiﬁcant difference
in accuracy in the 60-word list for Alan and the CA comparison group [t(11) = 2.12, p < .05], but not
the SA comparison group [t(11) = 0.52, p = 0.31].
A qualitative analysis of spelling errors made in the 60-word list was conducted. Errors were
classiﬁed as phonologically appropriate or inappropriate following Venezky’s (1970) analysis of
English spelling-sound rules. Alan’s errors and those of the SA comparison group are given in
the Appendix. Results revealed that 56% of Alan’s errors were phonologically appropriate, while
for the SA comparison group an average of 47% were phonologically appropriate. For the CA com-
parison group 57% of errors were phonologically appropriate. The phonologically inappropriate
errors of Alan and the SA and CA comparison group children were classiﬁed into errors that
seemed to involve omission, addition, substitution or transposition of graphemes, or a combi-
nation of these. A summary of the results of the analysis is given in Table 3. Some of the children’s
errors involved both a phonologically appropriate and phonologically inappropriate error (for
example, <monastery> <moustry>). The phonologically inappropriate segment in each of
these mixed errors was classiﬁed according to omission, addition, substitution, transposition or
a combination of these.
Analyses were next conducted to examine the predictors of spelling accuracy in the 60-word
list for Alan and individual children in the SA and CA comparison groups using logistic regression
analysis. The dependent variable was accuracy (correct or incorrect) for each word. The predictor
variables were logarithm of printed word frequency using frequency values from the Children’s
Printed Word Database (Masterson, Stuart, Dixon & Lovejoy, 2010) and word length in letters.
The results for Alan and the SA and CA comparison groups are reported in Table 4. The ﬁndings
revealed that for Alan, only word length was a signiﬁcant predictor of accuracy. For four of the CA
comparison children neither predictor was signiﬁcant, but it should be noted that for some chil-
dren in this group accuracy was near ceiling. For the SA comparison group, frequency was a sig-
niﬁcant predictor in eight of the 12 children, and only one child showed the same pattern as Alan
of a pronounced effect of length and no signiﬁcant effect of word frequency.
Logistic regression analyses were carried out in order to better characterise Alan’s spelling
proﬁle. Two regression analyses were performed with results in the 60-word list. The dependent
variable was Alan’s spelling accuracy (correct vs. incorrect) and the independent variables were
(1) word regularity and (2) item difﬁculty expressed as the number of comparison group children
who spelt the word correctly (after Angelelli, Marinelli, & Zoccolotti, 2010). The results are reported
in Table 5. Item difﬁculty for the comparison group children was a signiﬁcant predictor of Alan’s
spelling accuracy in both analyses, while regularity was not a signiﬁcant predictor in either
analysis. The results conﬁrm that Alan’s performance was impaired for both regular and irregular
words.
Table 2. Number correct (and percentage correct) in spelling the 60-word list for Alan and the comparison groups
Measures Alan
CA comparison
group mean
CA comparison group
standard deviation
SA comparison
group mean
SA comparison group
standard deviation
Irregular words
(max. = 15)
9 (60%) 11.50 (77%) 2.54 6.42 (43%) 2.35
Regular words
(max. = 45)
35 (78%) 41.83 (93%) 2.04 33.75 (75%) 5.46
Total (max. = 60) 44 (73%) 53.33 (89%)
range 43–58
4.23 40.17 (67%)
range 28–51
7.06
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Table 3. Number of phonologically inappropriate spelling errors in the 60-word list in each error category for Alan and average
number of phonologically inappropriate errors in each category for the SA and CA comparison children
ADD OM SUB TRA ADD TRA ADD OM TRA OM SUB OM ADD SUB SUB TRA SUB/ADD/TRA
Alan 3 2 0 3 1 0 0 1 2 1 1
SA group 1.13 1.61 1.43 1 1 1.50 1 1.14 1.71 1 0
CA group 1.33 1.00 1.88 1 0 1 0 1 1.5 0 0
Note: ADD: Addition; OM: Omission; SUB: Substitution; TRA: Transposition.
Table 4. Results of logistic regression analyses with accuracy in spelling the 60-word list as the dependent variable for Alan and
the SA and CA comparison groups
Predictors B SE Odds Ratio p
Alan Frequency
Length
0.701
−0.802
0.661
0.243
2.015
.449
.289
.001
Spelling-age
SA1 Frequency
Length
1.04
−0.463
0.38
0.235
2.83
0.630
.006
.049
SA2 Frequency
Length
0.88
−0.151
0.26
0.197
2.36
0.860
.001
.445
SA3 Frequency
Length
0.394
−0.401
0.232
0.195
1.482
0.669
.090
.039
SA4 Frequency
Length
0.46
0.39
0.23
0.20
1.58
0.68
.046
.050
SA5 Frequency
Length
0.443
−0.839
0.271
0.25
1.58
0.43
.103
.001
SA6 Frequency
Length
1.10
−0.150
0.39
0.228
3.00
0.861
.005
.511
SA7 Frequency
Length
0.461
−0.448
0.277
0.210
1.586
0.639
.096
.033
SA8 Frequency
Length
0.536
−0.684
0.271
0.234
1.710
0.504
.048
.003
SA9 Frequency
Length
0.784
−0.738
0.272
0.267
2.19
0.478
.004
.006
SA10 Frequency
Length
0.666
−0.463
0.276
0.211
1.946
0.629
.016
.028
SA11 Frequency
Length
1.35
−0.614
0.564
0.288
3.85
0.541
.017
.033
SA12 Frequency
Length
0.472
−0.167
0.26
0.197
1.603
0.847
.070
.398
Chronological-age
CA1 Frequency
Length
1.49
−1.19
0.72
0.44
4.30
0.31
.044
.007
CA2 Frequency
Length
0.95
−0.41
0.33
0.22
2.58
0.66
.004
.061
CA3 Frequency
Length
1.43
−0.74
0.79
0.36
4.17
0.48
.071
.041
CA4 Frequency
Length
0.76
−1.21
0.59
0.44
2.147
0.299
.195
.006
CA5 Frequency
Length
3.80
−0.329
1.74
0.388
44.55
0.719
.029
.396
CA6 Frequency
Length
0.70
−0.906
0.49
0.336
2.012
0.404
.155
.007
CA7a Frequency
Length
76.22
−35.25
481.83
1602.24
1.261(e + 33)
0.000
.983
.982
CA8 Frequency
Length
0.325
−0.999
0.423
0.330
1.384
0.368
.442
.002
CA9 Frequency
Length
1.20
−0.829
0.473
0.302
3.317
0.436
.011
.006
CA10 Frequency
Length
1.19
−0.399
0.66
0.311
3.30
0.671
.070
.199
CA11 Frequency
Length
2.32
−0.682
1.25
0.409
10.18
0.506
.064
.095
CA12a Frequency
Length
76.22
−35.25
3481.83
1602.24
1.261(e + 33)
0.000
.983
.982
Note: aceiling effect.
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In summary, the results from further assessment of spelling revealed that Alan’s spelling was
poor for both regular and irregular words, indicating an undifferentiated difﬁculty with both
lexical and sublexical spelling processes. The individual analyses for the comparison group chil-
dren showed that for many word frequency and/or word length were signiﬁcant predictors of spel-
ling accuracy. Alan’s spelling accuracy was strongly inﬂuenced by word length. He showed a
similar level of phonologically appropriate errors in his spelling (56%) to the comparison groups
(57% for the CA and 47% for the SA groups). In the next section, we report Alan’s performance
in experimental tasks assessing visual memory, phonological ability and letter report, since
these have been associated with spelling deﬁcits in previous studies.
Standardised and experimental tasks
To assess phonological abilities, the Spoonerisms subtask from the Phonological Assessment
Battery (PhAB; Frederickson, Frith, & Reason, 1997) and the Blending subtask from the Comprehen-
sive Test of Phonological Processing (CTOPP; Wagner, Torgesen, & Rashotte, 1999) were used.
Rapid automatised naming was measured using the Pictures and Digits subtasks from the
PhAB. Digit Span Forwards and Backwards from WISC IVUK (Wechsler, 2004) was used to assess
verbal memory. The results are given in Table 6, and indicated a performance in the average
range for all the phonological tasks.
Visual memory
The Memory for Designs and Pictures subtests from the Athena Test (Paraskevopoulos, Kalantzi-
Azizi, & Giannitsas, 1999) were used to assess visual memory. In these, the child is asked to repro-
duce sequences of increasing length, using sets of tiles provided by the tester, following a ﬁve-
second interval. A comparison group of six children (all boys) was recruited in order to provide
comparative data against which to assess Alan’s performance in the tasks. Their mean age was
113.50 months, SD = 3.78, range 110–120. They were attending Year 5 of the same school as
Alan. Four of the six children were monolingual English speakers, as was Alan. The remaining
two children spoke English at home as their ﬁrst language.
Table 5. Results of logistic regression analyses with Alan’s accuracy in spelling the 60-word list as the dependent variable and
regularity and item difﬁculty as predictor variables
95% CI
B SE Lower Odds ratio Upper p
SA group
Regularity −0.931 0.971 0.059 0.394 2.644 .338
Item difﬁculty 0.443 0.121 1.227 1.557 1.974 .0001
CA group
Regularity 0.193 0.757 0.275 1.212 5.345 .799
Item difﬁculty 0.380 0.154 1.082 1.462 1.082 .014
Notes: Model for SA: R2 = .32 (Cox & Snell), .46 (Nagelkerke), χ2(7) = 5.151, p = .641 (Hosmer & Lemeshow). Model χ2(2) =
22.821, p = .0001.
Model for CA: R2 = .17 (Cox & Snell), .24 (Nagelkerke), χ2(3) = 5.671, p = .129 (Hosmer & Lemeshow). Model χ2(2) = 10.875,
p = .004.
Table 6. Phonological awareness, rapid naming and verbal memory assessment scores for Alan
Measures Alan Percentile
Spoonerisms 112 78
Blending Words 14a 91
RAN Pictures 113 80
RAN Digits 102 55
Digit Span 10a
Notes: ascaled score (M = 10, SD = 3); for all the other (M = 100, SD = 15).
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Two additional visual memory tasks were used, one with simultaneous and one with sequential
presentation of stimuli. Both are described in Rudra (2005). The normative sample consisted of 21
females and 27 males (mean age in months = 119.3, SD = 9.5) (Rudra, 2005). The Visual Simul-
taneous Memory Task was adapted from Hulme (1981). We used 12 Greek letters (which were
unfamiliar symbols for Alan) simultaneously presented in sequences of two, three or four items
on the screen of a COMPAQ Presario 6000 laptop. There were three practice items. Each sequence
was presented for 10 seconds with an inter-trial interval of one second. A test array was presented
after a retention interval of one second for the ﬁrst six trials and after 10 seconds for the next six
trials. The test array contained the test items in different order plus two new items. Alan was asked
to indicate the symbols in the correct order. The Visual Sequential Memory Task was a modiﬁed
version of the task developed by Goulandris and Snowling (1991). The same procedure described
for the simultaneous task was adopted. However, in this version, the items were presented
sequentially in a sequence of two, three or four symbols. Each character was presented for two
seconds with an inter-trial interval of one second. This version was administered three weeks
after the simultaneous version. The results for all four visual memory assessments are presented
in Table 7.
Letter report
The following letter-report task was adapted from Bosse et al. (2007). Visual Basic software was
used to programme the task and it was presented on a Dell laptop computer. In the global
report condition, Alan was asked to report a ﬁve-letter array shown on the computer screen on
each trial. Ten consonants were used (T, P, F, L, M, D, S, R, H, B) to form 20 arrays. Each letter
was used 10 times and appeared only twice in the same position. The letters in upper-case
(Geneva 24) were shown in black on a white background, and were 1 cm distant from each
other. Each array was presented for 200 msecs in the middle of the computer screen. Five practice
trials were administered before commencing the main task. Two scores were recorded: the
number of arrays correctly reported (maximum score = 20) and the number of letters correctly
reported (maximum score = 100).
In the partial report condition, Alan was asked to report only a cued letter in the ﬁve-letter array.
Fifty strings of ﬁve letters each were formed from the same consonants used in the whole report
version of the task. The letters did not appear twice in the same sequence. At the offset of the
array, a bar appeared for 50 msecs 1 cm below the letter to be reported. Each letter was used
as a target only once. There were 10 practice trials. The score was the number of letters correctly
reported (maximum score = 50).
Data for the task were reported for typically developing readers/spellers by Bosse et al. (2007).
This data was used as a comparative set of results against which to compare Alan’s performance.
The sample consisted of 23 L1 English children (mean age in months = 125.7, SD = 7.7, range
114–139). The results for letter report are presented in Table 8. Modiﬁed t-tests were performed
(Crawford & Howell, 1998) to look for differences in Alan’s visual span performance and that of
the comparison group. All comparisons involve one-tailed probabilities. There was a signiﬁcant
difference in the number of letters accurately reported for Alan and the comparison group
[t(22) = 3.08, p = .003]. For the number of ﬁve-letter strings accurately reported, Alan’s performance
Table 7. Accuracy (and percentage correct) in the visual memory tasks for Alan and the comparison group
Measures Alan
Comparison
group mean
Comparison group
standard deviation
Visual Memory Designs (max: 32) 26 (81%) 16.83 (53%) 4.45
Visual Memory Pictures (max: 32) 23 (72%) 19.83 (62%) 5.78
Visual Simultaneous Memory (max. = 12) 12 (100%) 8.3 (69%) 1.9
Visual Sequential Memory (max. = 12) 10 (84%) 8.4 (70%) 2.0
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was marginally signiﬁcant [t(22) = 1.65, p = .057] while there was no signiﬁcant difference between
Alan and controls in the partial report condition [t(22) = 0.24, p = .407].
Discussion of assessment results
The assessments of phonological awareness, rapid naming and verbal short-term memory
revealed no evidence of deﬁcits. In the assessments of visual memory, Alan’s results were good.
In fact, his score for visual memory for pictures in the Athena Test was more than two standard
deviations above that of the comparison group. His score in the simultaneous version of the
visual memory task was at ceiling. In the sequential version of the task, his score was comparable
to that of the control group reported by Rudra (2005).
When letter report was assessed, in the global report condition Alan reported correctly just two
arrays. For total number of letters reported in this condition he showed very poor performance. He
was usually able to report the ﬁrst three letters of the arrays but no more. Performance in partial
report, however, was on a par with that of the comparison group children. A selective deﬁcit in
global but not partial letter-report performance has been reported previously in children with lit-
eracy difﬁculties. Valdois et al. (2011) reported Martial, a nine-year-old boy with mixed dyslexia and
surface dysgraphia who had impaired global report performance but not partial report, and Niolaki
and Masterson (2013) described a 12-year-old boy with a proﬁle of surface dyslexia and dysgraphia
who showed the same pattern.
Performance in the letter-report task had been interpreted as a measure of the ability to
process multi-element arrays in parallel, and one potential reason put forward for poor perform-
ance has been imbalance of the distribution of attention (Dubois et al., 2010). If this were the
cause, then performance in partial report should also be impaired, and degradation of the con-
tents of the graphemic buffer is likely to be a more plausible candidate. The ﬁnding that Alan’s
spelling accuracy was strongly inﬂuenced by word length further supports a deﬁcit of the graphe-
mic buffer as the locus of the difﬁculty. As noted in the Introduction, the graphemic buffer is the
memory store that is responsible for retaining an abstract representation of graphemes. It has
been suggested that the graphemic buffer is also involved in reading (e.g., Caramazza, Capasso,
& Miceli, 1996), acting as a store of representations of graphemes and their order prior to input
to word-recognition processes. The argument is based on reports of patients where the character-
istics of the spelling impairment were mirrored in reading (e.g., Caramazza & Miceli, 1990; Taintur-
ier & Rapp, 2003). We reﬂect on why reading might appear unaffected in Alan’s case in the
Discussion. In the next section, we report the intervention carried out with Alan that aimed to
improve his spelling ability.
Intervention study
In recent years, the number of single-case intervention studies for spelling difﬁculties in children
has increased (Brunsdon, Coltheart, & Nickels, 2005; Kohnen, Nickels, Coltheart, et al., 2008; Stadie
& van de Vijver, 2003), although more frequent are intervention studies for spelling associated with
a reading deﬁcit (Broom & Doctor, 1995a, 1995b; Brunsdon, Hannan, Coltheart, & Nickels, 2002;
Judica, Luca, & Spinelli, 2002; Kohnen, Nickels, Brunsdon, & Coltheart, 2008; Kohnen, Nickels, &
Coltheart, 2010). We carried out two intervention programmes with Alan, one that was targeted
Table 8. Accuracy (and percentage correct) in the letter-report task for Alan and the comparison group
Measures Alan Comparison group mean Comparison group standard deviation
Global report—arrays (max. = 20) 2 (10%) 9.9 (49.5%), range 1–19 4.7
Global report—letters (max. = 100) 64 (64%) 87.0 (87%), range 70–99 7.3
Partial report (max. = 50) 46 (92%) 45.1 (90%), range 37–49 3.7
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at the deﬁcit we argued is located in the grapheme buffer, and one that was non-speciﬁc to his
deﬁcit. The techniques we used have been employed in previous studies with children with spel-
ling difﬁculties.
Deﬁcit-speciﬁc intervention
The ﬁrst programme involved a copy-plus-copy-from memory technique that has been used in
intervention studies with children with lexical spelling difﬁculties, with the aim of strengthening
(or creating) orthographic representations (Brunsdon et al., 2005; Kohnen, Nickels, Coltheart,
et al., 2008). Before these studies, it was found to be effective in treatment studies with acquired
dysgraphic patients with graphemic buffer disorder (Aliminosa, McCloskey, Goodman-Shulman, &
Sokol, 1993; de Partz, 1995; Rapp, 2005; Rapp & Kane, 2002). The technique is suitable for a gra-
phemic buffer impairment as it involves training in holding written word representations in
memory while they are transcribed, with the expectation that this should act to increase the
capacity of the graphemic buffer to retain item and order information. Mitchum and Berndt
(1995) noted that one problem with studies that aim to improve the function of the graphemic
buffer is that the treatment may have its effect on lexical representations in the orthographic
output lexicon. There would thus seem to be an argument for the use of nonlexical materials in
the type of intervention that we employed. However, in a previous intervention study with a dys-
lexic and dysgraphic child who, like Alan, had a selective deﬁcit in the letter-report task, Niolaki and
Masterson (2013) reported no improvement in spelling (although improvement of word reading
speed) following an intervention that involved report of letter arrays of increasing length. This was
in spite of the fact that the training resulted in a level of performance in the letter-report task that
was as good as that in control children.
Sage and Ellis (2006), in an intervention study with a patient with graphemic buffer impairment,
located the mechanism of improvement based on evidence for a bidirectional ﬂow of activation
between the graphemic buffer and the orthographic output lexicon (e.g., McCloskey, Macaruso, &
Rapp, 2006; Miceli & Capasso, 2006). They found that untreated words that were orthographic
neighbours of the treated words improved as a result of the spelling intervention they adminis-
tered. They suggested that an increase in activation in a target’s neighbour in the lexicon (due
to the intervention) allowed the target to receive support within the graphemic buffer due to cas-
cading activation. Untreated words that were not orthographic neighbours of the treated words
did not show improvement and so Sage and Ellis discounted the possibility that the intervention
had led to an increase in the capacity of the graphemic buffer to retain orthographic sequences.
However, the intervention had not involved writing. Techniques were, for example, ﬁnding
missing letters or words in grids, and they suggested that these were more likely to boost
lexical representations than increase the capacity of the graphemic buffer. In selecting the inter-
vention for Alan, we considered it important to adopt an intervention that would be likely to
produce generalisation of improvement and would be most likely to target increase in the capacity
of the buffer. Since Rapp and Kane (2002) and Rapp (2005) reported generalisation effects with the
copy-plus-copy-from-memory method, we chose this. It is also a technique that is similar to one
commonly used in UK schools for spelling practice (often referred to as look-cover-write-check)
and, if it were to prove successful, we thought it might be a technique that Alan would feel com-
fortable using after the intervention programme ﬁnished.
The intervention we used was found to produce improvement in trained words and also robust
generalisation effects to untrained words in the studies of Brunsdon et al. (2005) and Kohnen,
Nickels, Coltheart et al. (2008) with children with lexical spelling deﬁcits. Khonen et al. noted
that untrained words that were orthographically similar to trained words were more likely to
show improvement than those that were orthographically dissimilar. In addition, untrained
words with many orthographic neighbours, and those of high frequency, were the ones most
likely to exhibit improvement. In line with the connectionist framework adopted by Sage and
Ellis (2006), they suggested that activation of trained words during the intervention leads to
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activation of lexical nodes of words that share letters with the trained words, and this can result in
long-term strengthening of links between the grapheme level and the output lexicon for these
items.
On the basis of previous ﬁndings with the copy-plus-copy-from-memory intervention, we felt
that this was an appropriate impairment-speciﬁc technique. We aimed to look for improvement
in trained words following the programme, but also (1) improvement in untrained words, and if
this was observed, we aimed to examine whether (2) the untrained words that improved were
higher in orthographic neighbours than untrained words that did not improve, and (3) whether
they were also higher in frequency. Evidence of generalisation, on the basis of the theorising
above, would indicate increased capacity of the graphemic buffer, and (2) and (3) would indicate
strengthening of the network of connections between entries in the orthographic input lexicon
and the graphemic buffer.
Two alternative methods for presentation of the words, previously used in studies with children
with lexical spelling difﬁculties, were employed within this programme in case one might be more
effective, perhaps due to motivational factors. The ﬁrst involved the use of ﬂashcards (Brunsdon
et al., 2002, 2005; Kohnen, Nickels, Coltheart, et al., 2008; Stadie & van de Vijver, 2003), and the
second, the use of ﬂashcards plus a mnemonic cue (Brunsdon et al., 2002, 2005). In Brunsdon
et al. (2002), the mnemonic cue, a picture related semantically to the target word, was suggested
by the researcher because the child, TJ, found this technique very difﬁcult. For example, for the
target word <through>, Brunsdon drew a tunnel with a child’s head at one end and feet at the
other, and the word <through> written in the middle of the picture. In the present study, for
each word incorrectly spelt, a mnemonic cue was devised that was both semantically related to
the word and also related to the misspelt letter(s), as described in the intervention study
carried out with an acquired surface dysgraphic patient by Partz, Seron, and Linden (1992). Alan
was invited to ﬁnd an appropriate semantically related picture and help was provided by the
researcher if needed. An example item includes <mosquito>, where a snake was drawn in
place of the letter <s> in the target word on the ﬂashcard (the semantic relationship was that
snakes eat mosquitoes, and <s> was the letter that Alan had left out when spelling this word).
This technique is considered to involve increasing the connections between semantics and the
orthographic output lexicon, and although this was not considered to be the locus of the
deﬁcit in Alan’s case, we considered the technique might increase his sense of ownership over
the intervention materials and thus encourage his participation. We explored the relative effective-
ness of the ﬂashcard and ﬂashcard plus mnemonic techniques as well as the potential generalis-
ation effects outlined above.
Non-speciﬁc intervention
The second intervention programme focused on sublexical processes by teaching spelling rules
(Broom & Doctor, 1995b; Kohnen, Nickels, Brunsdon, et al., 2008, 2010). For example, Kohnen
et al. (2010) carried out a sublexical spelling training with a young man, RFL, with mixed dysgra-
phia. Kohnen et al. (2010) used the minimal pairs strategy to teach RFL the rule-of-E. Each target
word (e.g., <cute>) was presented with a contrasting word (<cut>), which did not include the rule-
of-E. The attention of RFL was drawn to the contrast by saying “This is the word /kɒp/. You can hear
the letter sound in it, the /ɒ/. Listen: /k/-/ɒ/-/p/”. In case there was no existing contrast word, a
nonword without rule-of-E was used (e.g., target word <clone>, contrast nonword <clon>). Two
groups of items, trained and untrained, were employed. Regarding the trained words with
trained rule-of-E, they found a direct improvement at the end of the intervention which lasted
over time, while there was no improvement for untrained words with trained rule-of-E. Kohnen
et al. found no generalisation effect to words with untrained rule-of-E.
In spite of Alan’s good performance in phonological tasks, we carried out the sublexical inter-
vention as well as the lexical-orthographic intervention, following Rowse and Wilshire (2007). They
found a non-speciﬁc improvement in lexical and sublexical reading skills after an intervention
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targeting grapheme-phoneme correspondences. The authors argue that administration of only
one intervention leaves unanswered the question of whether another approach would have
been equally effective.
Methods
Lexical-orthographic intervention
The lexical-orthographic intervention involved two baseline assessments, four weeks of interven-
tion, an immediate post-intervention test and three follow-up assessments to investigate mainten-
ance of any gains.
Two baseline measures of spelling were collected using a list of words from three different
sources.1 The ﬁrst consisted of 30 regular and 30 irregular words from the Diagnostic Test of
Word Reading Processes, the second consisted of 30 regular and 30 irregular words from Coltheart
and Leahy (1996), and the third was the 60-word list from Masterson et al. (2008) described
earlier. Six words that were repeated among the three sets were presented only once, leaving a
total of 174 words. The list was presented in two different weeks. Analysis of the results using
McNemar’s test indicated no signiﬁcant difference in Alan’s spelling accuracy across baseline 1
and baseline 2 (p = .556). Sixty-eight words misspelt in at least one of the two baselines were allo-
cated to two sets: a treated and an untreated set. These were matched for printed word frequency
[t(66) = 0.08, p = .468], word length [t(66) = 0.06, p = .475], number of phonological neighbours
[t(66) = 0.35, p = .363], number of orthographic neighbours [t(66) = 0.25, p = .806], regularity
[t(66) = 1.46, p = .16] and least transparent phoneme-grapheme probability2 [t(66) = 0.06, p = .478].
The treated word set was then split into two subsets; one was allocated to the mnemonic training
condition and the other to the ﬂashcard training condition. The words in the two subsets were
again matched on the psycholinguistic variables, printed word frequency [t(32) = 1.37, p = .09],
word length [t(32) = 1.10, p = .141], number of phonological neighbours [t(32) = 1.15, p = .131],
number of orthographic neighbours (with Welch correction) [t(24) = 0.97, p = .342], regularity [t
(32) = 0.68, p = .25] and least transparent phoneme-grapheme probability [t(32) = 0.53, p = .299].
Procedure
The weekly training sessions, each lasting one hour, were carried out in a quiet room at Alan’s
school. Each target word was trained only once. Two procedures were employed: a ﬂashcard
and a mnemonic strategy. Stimuli consisting of ﬂashcards with the target word in lower case
(Arial font, size 48), were read aloud ﬁrst by the examiner and then by Alan, after discussion of
the word’s meaning. Alan was asked to copy the word. The target word was then removed
from Alan’s view and he was asked to write the word after a 10-second delay. If the spelling
was correct, the examiner moved on to the next card, otherwise the target word was presented
again. Alan was given feedback as to whether the response was correct or not. Finally, he was
asked to write a sentence including the target word.
In the mnemonic condition, Alan was asked to write the word and then the misspelt part was
highlighted.3 Alan was invited to ﬁnd an image semantically related both to the letters misspelt
1We calculated the percentage of misspelt words in baseline 1 for all the three word lists. Alan made 50% of phonologically
inappropriate errors including addition (7%), omission (26%), substitution (11%), transposition (11%), addition/transposition
(4%), addition/omission (7%), transposition/omission (4%), substitution/omission (15%), addition/substitution (11%), substi-
tution/addition/transposition (4%).
2Least transparent phoneme-grapheme probability values were provided by Spencer (personal communication). Phoneme-gra-
pheme (PG) probability refers to the probability that a particular phoneme is represented by a speciﬁc grapheme (e.g., the
sound /eI/ has a probability of being represented by the digraph <ei> which is lower than the probability of being rep-
resented by the digraph <ay>). The measure used refers to the lowest PG probability in a particular word and was found
by Spencer (1999) to be the most signiﬁcant predictor of a range of PG measures of children’s spelling accuracy.
3In one intervention session, Alan wrote correctly the target word. The misspelt word in one of the two baselines was then
taken.
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and the word meaning. In the case of abstract words (such as treacherous) or if Alan struggled to
ﬁnd an appropriate image, suggestions were provided. The target word was then written twice,
once with the mnemonic cue and once without. Alan carried out home practice. His parents
were instructed in the procedures and were enthusiastic about supporting the intervention.
They were provided with detailed written instructions each week and were invited to work with
Alan every day for about 20–30 minutes on the treated word sets. At the beginning of the sub-
sequent weekly session with the researcher, several activities with the target words were
offered in order to check whether Alan had practised the words (e.g., crosswords, picture-word
matching, spelling-to-dictation, sentences to be ﬁlled).
Results
Comparisons were made of treated and untreated words for baseline and post-intervention
spelling accuracy, employing the highest baseline result. Results are given in Table 9 and in
Figure 1.
Table 9. Number of correctly spelt (and percentage correct) treated and untreated words before and after the lexical
intervention
Group Baseline Post-test 1 Post-test 2 Post-test 3 Post-test 4
Treated words (max. = 34) 9 (27%) 27 (79%) 26 (76%) 28 (82%) 24 (71%)
Untreated words (max. = 34) 6 (18%) 12 (35%) 14 (41%) 17 (50%) 17 (50%)
Figure 1. Number of treated and untreated words spelt correctly at pre- and post-test for the lexical intervention.
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McNemar’s test was used to compare Alan’s spelling accuracy at baseline with post-interven-
tion scores. All comparisons involve one-tailed probabilities. At the end of the intervention
(Post-test 1), the number of treated words spelt correctly (27/34) showed a highly signiﬁcant
improvement (p = .001). The difference in accuracy at pre- and post-intervention for the untreated
words was marginally signiﬁcant (p = .055). The untrained words correctly spelt (12/34) after the
intervention were mostly those spelt correctly at one of the two baseline assessments (Z = 3.04,
p < .001) (Weekes & Coltheart, 1996). For the treated words, those correctly spelt at the end of
the intervention were not necessarily those spelt correctly at one of the two baseline measures
(Z = 0.24, p = .407). Two untreated words (<sacriﬁce> and <concentrate>) were spelt correctly
for the ﬁrst time. There was no evidence of difference in effectiveness of the ﬂashcard and mne-
monic intervention techniques (Mann-Whitney test, p = .338).
Alan’s result in the WIAT spelling test after the intervention (shown in Table 10) was in the
average range. His result for single-word reading was unchanged from that obtained pre-interven-
tion and this was also the case for his score in the Arithmetic subtest of the WISC-IV.
At the four-week post-intervention assessment (Post-test 2), a total of 26/34 treated words were
spelt correctly and no signiﬁcant difference between Post-test 1 and Post-test 2 was found (p
= .50), indicating maintenance of gains. The number of words correctly spelt in the untreated
Table 10. Alan’s standard scores and percentiles for spelling, reading and arithmetic before and after the lexical intervention
Measures Pre intervention Post-test 1 Post-test 4
Reading
Standardised score 110 110 118
Percentile 75 75 88
Spelling
Standardised score 81 90 105
Percentile 10 25 63
Arithmetic
Scaled score 11 11 12
Figure 2. Number of treated irregular and regular words spelt correctly at pre- and post-test for the lexical intervention.
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set (14/34) did not change (p = .50). At Post-test 3, 13 weeks after the end of the intervention, 28/
34 words were spelt correctly in the treated set (p = .363) and 17/34 in the untreated set (p = .145),
again indicating maintenance of improvement.
At 20 weeks after the intervention, the treated and untreated sets were re-administered (Post-
test 4). Inspection of the data revealed that the number of treated words spelt correctly (24/34)
decreased although the difference from Post-test 3 was not signiﬁcant (p = .063). At a qualitative
level, Alan misspelt some words (e.g., <stomach> <stomace>, <yacht> <yatch>, <tortoise>
 <tortice>) that he was able to spell immediately at the end of the intervention. In the untrained
set, the number of words spelt correctly (17/34) was equal to the number spelt correctly at Post-
test 3 (p = .50), and was signiﬁcantly different from the baseline measure (p = .001).
Analyses comparing accuracy for regular and irregular words at the different time points were
carried out.4 For the treated items, accuracy for regular and irregular words did not differ at base-
line (Mann-Whitney Z = 1.00, p = .16). At Post-test 1, there was a marginally signiﬁcant difference in
favour of regular words (Mann-Whitney Z = 1.60, p = .06). At Post-test 2, the difference was signiﬁ-
cant (Z = 1.86, p < .05) and at Post-test 3 the difference was again marginal (Z = 1.32, p = .09), while
at Post-test 4 the difference in favour of regular words was robust (Z = 2.35, p < .01). A plot of the
results is given in Figure 2.
With regard to the untreated items, accuracy for regular and irregular words did not differ at
baseline (Z = 1.32, p = .09). At Post-test 1, the difference in favour of regular words was signiﬁcant
(Z = 2.11, p < .05). At Post-test 2 and Post-test 3, the difference was not signiﬁcant (Z = 0.96, p = .17;
Z = 1.37, p = .08, respectively). At Post-test 4, the number of regular words spelt correctly was sig-
niﬁcantly higher than the number of irregular words spelt correctly (Z = 2.75, p < .01). The results
are plotted in Figure 3.
Since some improvement was found for the untreated words, we examined whether printed
word frequency and number of orthographic neighbours predicted generalisation as had been
found in the study of Kohnen, Nickels, Coltheart, et al. (2008). Two separate logistic regression ana-
lyses were carried out in which accuracy at Post-test 1 and at Post-test 4 was the dependent vari-
able. The predictor variables were log transformation of printed word frequency and number of
orthographic neighbours. Results (shown in Table 11) revealed that at Post-test 1, word frequency
Figure 3. Number of untreated irregular and regular words spelt correctly at pre- and post-test for the lexical intervention.
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was a marginally signiﬁcant predictor of accuracy and at Post-test 4, word frequency was a signiﬁ-
cant predictor of spelling accuracy for the untreated words.
Summary
A signiﬁcant improvement in spelling accuracy was found immediately after the lexical-ortho-
graphic intervention. The number of treated words correctly spelt at post-intervention assess-
ments revealed that the gains remained relatively stable over time. In the ﬁnal follow-up
assessment, the number of treated words spelt correctly decreased but it was still high in compari-
son to the baseline assessment. There was also an increase in accuracy for untreated words, and
words spelt correctly were those that Alan spelt correctly in one of the two baseline assessments.
In the ﬁnal follow-up assessment, he spelt correctly three new untreated words (<choir>,
<middle> and <deer>).
No difference in effectiveness for the ﬂashcard and ﬂashcard plus mnemonic techniques was
found. A lack of difference between the two methods was also reported by Brunsdon et al.
(2002) and Brunsdon et al. (2005). Alan reported that he found the ﬂashcard technique more
helpful than the mnemonic technique. On this point, we would add that Alan’s parents were
asked to follow the instructions provided weekly, although it may be possible that there was a
difference in the way they conducted the two types of treatment technique. We discuss this limit-
ation in the Discussion section.
Sublexical intervention
The sublexical intervention began two weeks after the ﬁnal assessment for the lexical intervention.
It included two baseline assessments, four weeks of intervention, an immediate post-intervention
test and two follow-up assessments. Two baseline measures of nonword spelling were carried out.
We used a total of 60 nonwords (30 from the Diagnostic Test of Word Reading Processes and 30
from Coltheart & Leahy, 1996). Phonologically plausible errors (e.g., <stroise> spelt as <stroys>)
were scored as correct responses. There was no signiﬁcant difference across the two baseline
assessments (McNemar’s test; p = .227).
Procedure
The intervention was carried out in a quiet room at Alan’s school. He was seen twice a week for one
hour each session. On the basis of Alan’s teacher’s suggestions and the spelling errors in his
Table 11. Results of logistic regression analyses with Alan’s accuracy with the untreated words as the dependent variable and
printed word frequency and number of orthographic neighbours as predictor variables
95% CI
B SE Lower Odds ratio Upper p
Post-test 1
Word frequency 0.436 0.229 0.987 1.546 2.422 .057
N orthographic neighbours −0.268 0.441 0.322 0.765 1.814 .543
Post-test 4
Word frequency 0.524 0.256 1.023 1.688 2.787 .041
N orthographic neighbours −0.068 0.547 0.320 0.934 2.728 .951
Notes: Model post-1: R2 = .115 (Cox & Snell), .159 (Nagelkerke), χ2(7) = 4.177, p = .766 (Hosmer & Lemeshow). Model χ2(2) =
4.172, p = .124. Model post-4: R2 = .154 (Cox & Snell), .219 (Nagelkerke), χ2(7) = 5.114, p = .646 (Hosmer & Lemeshow).
Model χ2(2) = 5.668, p = .059.
4We considered it important to check whether the difference in improvement in regular and irregular words might be due to a
difference in letter length across the word categories (since we had previously established that Alan’s spelling accuracy is
affected by letter length). However, no signiﬁcant correlation between regularity and word length for the untreated or
treated words was found (r = .183, p > .05, r =−.112, p > .05, respectively).
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written work, we selected four spelling rules to treat in the intervention: /or/ <augh>, <ough>,
<aw>, <au>, <our<, <or>, <ore>; /k/ and /s/ <c>; /i/ and /e/ <ea>, and /k/ <c>, <cc>,
<ck>, <k>. At the beginning of the session, the examiner wrote ‘/or/ sound’ on a piece of paper
while saying that many English words had the target sound, following the procedure described
in Kohnen, Nickels, Brunsdon, et al. (2008). Then, Alan was encouraged to ﬁnd a word with that
sound (as in Broom & Doctor, 1995b). Successively, the examiner suggested other graphemes
with the ‘/or/ sound’, through presenting 10 high-frequency words. For each word, Alan was
invited to ﬁnd an analogous word with the target sound and to write it down on the same
piece of paper. Feedback was given if the word did not have the same sound or if the spelling
was incorrect. At the end of each session, Alan was provided a description of the speciﬁc spelling
rule covered (instead of stating the spelling rule at the beginning as in Kohnen, Nickels, Brunsdon,
et al., 2008) plus exercises for home practice that included the words used during the training
session. During the ﬁrst half hour of the next session with the researcher, homework was
checked and different exercises (e.g., crossword, sentence completion, spelling-to-dictation)
were carried out. Then the examiner explained the next spelling rule following the same
procedure.
Results
All comparisons between baseline and post-intervention results employed the highest baseline
result (baseline 2). McNemar’s test was used to compare Alan’s spelling accuracy at baseline
with post-intervention scores. All comparisons involve one-tailed probabilities. Results are given
in Table 12. No signiﬁcant difference was found in spelling accuracy between the baseline
measures 1 and 2 (p = .50). At the end of the intervention (Post-test 1), we asked Alan to again
spell the 60 nonwords from the baseline assessment. A total of 31/60 nonwords were correctly
spelt, indicating a decline when compared to pre-treatment baseline performance, though the
difference was not signiﬁcant (p = .324). After eight weeks, at the second post-intervention assess-
ment, the number of nonwords correctly spelt (34/60) was similar to that at baseline 2. At 14 weeks
post treatment (Post-test 3), a total of 37/60 nonwords were spelt correctly and the difference with
Post-test 2 was not signiﬁcant (p = .304). There was no signiﬁcant difference between spelling
accuracy at Post-test 3 and at the pre-intervention assessment (p = .324).
Summary
We did not ﬁnd a substantial difference in Alan’s spelling accuracy for nonwords after the sublex-
ical intervention. Following a decrease in the number of nonwords spelt correctly at Post-test 1,
Alan’s spelling accuracy showed an increase at the ﬁnal post-intervention assessment, though
the difference between the ﬁnal post-test score and the baseline score was not signiﬁcant.
General discussion
We described the case of Alan, a 10-year-old poor speller who had good reading skills. We explored
potential underlying reasons for unexpectedly poor spelling through analysis of spelling perform-
ance and assessments of phonological ability, visual memory and letter report. There was no evi-
dence of difﬁculty in tasks addressing phonological abilities, in line with the results of some
previous studies of unexpectedly poor spellers (Holmes & Quinn, 2009; Masterson et al., 2007).
Table 12. Number correct (and percentage correct) in spelling the nonwords before and after the sublexical intervention
Baseline 2 Post-test 1 Post-test 2 Post-test 3
Nonwords (max. = 60) 34 (57%) 31 (52%) 34 (57%) 37 (62%)
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Qualitative analysis of Alan’s spelling errors revealed 56% were phonologically plausible, in line with
the rates found in spelling-age and chronological-age comparison groups. This is again in line with
results for unexpectedly poor spellers in a number of previous studies (e.g., Frith, 1980; Holmes &
Quinn, 2009), and in support of the indication that Alan’s phonological skills were unimpaired.
When Alan’s visual memory was assessed there was no indication of any difﬁculty and, in fact,
his scores were higher than those reported for control children for memory for designs and visual
simultaneous memory. Thus, a visual memory deﬁcit does not seem to have been the underlying
difﬁculty in Alan’s case, as it seems to have been for the adult poor spellers reported by Goulandris
and Snowling (1991) and Romani et al. (1999).
Of the three potential underlying abilities that we explored, the one that did indicate a difﬁculty
was letter report. When asked to report all the letters in a brieﬂy presented array, Alan’s score was
more than two standard deviations below the mean reported for a same-age comparison group,
and he was usually able to report only the ﬁrst few letters in the array. It is unlikely that this difﬁ-
culty was due to a problem in verbal short-term memory since the assessment of digit span
revealed no evidence of impairment. Alan’s result is in line with that reported for adult unexpect-
edly poor spellers by Masterson et al. (2007). Analyses looking at whether word frequency or
length in letters predicted Alan’s spelling accuracy for words showed that word length was
highly signiﬁcant. The ﬁndings together indicate that the locus of the spelling difﬁculty could
be a deﬁcit of the graphemic buffer.
We need to consider why a deﬁcit of the graphemic buffer might affect spelling but leave
reading unaffected. There is evidence (e.g., Bowey & Rutherford, 2007; Goff, Pratt, & Ong, 2005;
Ouellette, 2006; Ricketts, Nation, & Bishop, 2007) that top-down language processes can facilitate
word recognition. Assessment of Alan’s receptive vocabulary revealed a standard score of 133
which is in the very high range, and it is possible that his good word reading is achieved by com-
bining partial orthographic information with lexical-semantic knowledge. Other potential reasons
for a selective difﬁculty with spelling have been put forward with regard to acquired graphemic
buffer deﬁcit. For example, Hanley and Kay (1998) suggested that a graphemic buffer deﬁcit
might only affect reading when the impairment is relatively severe. Comparison across other
developmental cases will allow alternative explanations to be tested.
Alan took part in two intervention programmes. In the ﬁrst, a copy-plus-copy-from memory
method was employed with the misspelt words from two baseline assessments. We noted that
this method might be expected to be effective in the case of a graphemic buffer deﬁcit since it
involves practice in the detailed inspection and retention over time of letter strings, and this
may lead to improvement in the ability to spatially code and temporarily store graphemes. We
employed ﬂashcard and ﬂashcard with mnemonic cue techniques previously adopted for inter-
vention studies with children (Brunsdon et al., 2002, 2005; Kohnen, Nickels, Coltheart, et al.,
2008). In line with previous ﬁndings (Brunsdon et al., 2002), we did not ﬁnd an advantage for
one technique over the other. However, it is possible that Alan’s parents conducted the home
practice in a different way to comply with his preference for the ﬂashcard method. This limitation
of the present study could be overcome in future studies by using recording of practice sessions.
The results of the ﬁrst intervention showed a signiﬁcant improvement for treated words after the
intervention and the number of treated words correctly spelt remained high through three post-
intervention assessments. It declined in the last post-test assessment, although it was still high in
comparison to the pre-intervention baseline result. For words not in the training set, improvement
in spelling accuracy was found at the ﬁrst post-test and at delayed post-testing the improvement
was highly signiﬁcant.
In the investigation of possible factors inﬂuencing generalisation, word frequency was found to
be a signiﬁcant predictor of spelling accuracy for the untrained word set. As noted earlier, Kohnen,
Nickels, Coltheart, et al. (2008) found printed word frequency and number of orthographic neigh-
bours to predict accuracy of untreated items in their study with a child with lexical spelling difﬁ-
culty. In the present study, number of orthographic neighbours was not a signiﬁcant predictor of
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spelling accuracy. We note that the untrained word set in Khonen et al.’s study consisted of mono-
syllabic words, which have many more neighbours than the combination of monosyllabic and
polysyllabic words that were in Alan’s untrained word set (he was older and had a less severe spel-
ling difﬁculty than the child in Khonen et al.’s study and so target words were longer and more
complex). There was therefore less likelihood of detecting an effect of orthographic neighbour-
hood size in our study. Khonen et al. offered an explanation for the ﬁnding of an effect of word
frequency for untrained words in terms of faster strengthening times for high-frequency words
during training in a network with bidirectional links between the graphemic buffer and lexicon.
However, the authors also noted that the frequency effect for untrained words might simply be
due to more opportunities for these words to be encountered (so that more information can
be acquired about them) during the course of the intervention. It is not possible to ascertain
which explanation might be the correct one for the word-frequency effect that we found for
the untrained words at the moment.
With regard to the trained words, regular word accuracy showed a signiﬁcant improvement as
revealed at the ﬁrst post-test assessment, and accuracy remained stable over the following post-
intervention assessments. On the other hand, irregular word accuracy showed an unstable trend:
improvement was found at Post-test 1 then there was a slight decrease at Post-test 2, and an
increase at Post-test 3. At Post-test 4, there was again a decrease in performance, although the
number of irregularly words spelt correctly remained signiﬁcantly higher than at baseline. It is
possible that the intervention strengthened sublexical processes, and this might explain the
higher number of regular words than irregular words spelt correctly in the post-test assessments.
Brunsdon et al. (2002) found a similar improvement in some aspects of sublexical skills after a
lexical treatment programme conducted with TJ, a child with mixed dyslexia. High-frequency
regular and irregular words were used in the intervention that involved repeated reading of
words presented on ﬂashcards. At the end of the programme, TJ was able to notice congruences
of grapheme-phoneme correspondences (e.g., <should> is read like ‘would’ and ‘could’) within the
target words, although nonword reading remained impaired. The authors suggested that the
training might not exclude the learning of spelling rules.
Analysis of the pre- and post-intervention results for the sublexical treatment revealed a
decrease in the number of nonwords spelt correctly at Post-test 1, with a later increase at the last
follow-up assessment, which did not differ signiﬁcantly from the result found at the pre-intervention
assessment. The ﬁndings from the sublexical intervention support the view that an intervention tar-
geting the deﬁcit will be more effective. However, the outcomemay have been due to the sublexical
intervention being administered second, or to the intervention technique used not being effective.
Unfortunately, we cannot tell if the sublexical intervention may have been more effective if it had
been conducted ﬁrst. It seems important to explore this possibility in future studies.
Although the results from the lexical-orthographic intervention seemed to result in improve-
ment in Alan’s spelling, including the assessment in the standardised spelling test that indicated
that his post-intervention score was in the average range, we did not re-test Alan in the letter-
report task, which would have provided conﬁrmation that the training had improved his ability
to retain sequences of graphemes in memory. It will be informative to investigate the conditions
under which intervention for a spelling deﬁcit is effective in further cases who, like Alan, have pro-
nounced spelling difﬁculty but seemingly unimpaired reading ability.
A further limitation of the present study is that we did not test for a full range of potential cog-
nitive deﬁcits, in particular, with speciﬁc tasks to address attentional processes (e.g., tasks using
visual and auditory stimuli; Facoetti et al., 2010). However, we suggest that the ﬁndings indicate
that Alan’s spelling difﬁculty may have been due to a graphemic buffer deﬁcit, and that interven-
tion using the copying technique resulted in an improvement in spelling that was maintained over
time. The ﬁndings emphasise the importance of investigating a range of potential deﬁcits in unex-
pectedly poor spellers, and also underline that there are still many unexplored issues relating to
the mechanisms underlying improvement in literacy intervention studies.
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APPENDIX
Alan’s spelling errors in the 60-word list
Word Error Error type Classiﬁcation Position
Carnival carnivle Phonological
Colour courlor Orthographic Add/Tra In/Fin/Med
Council coucil Orthographic Omission Medial
Cricket crickit Phonological
Deer dear Phonological
Drain drane Phonological
Elephant elfant Mixed Omission Medial
Genius genious Phonological
Ghost gost Phonological
Hospital hospitle Phonological
Hurricane huricane Phonological
Kangaroo kangerou Phonological
Magnet magnit Phonological
Mystery mistory Phonological
Monastery moustry Mixed Omission Medial
Noise nosie Orthographic Transposition Medial
Nuisance nusens Phonological
Problem problena Orthographic Substitution Final
Race rase Phonological
Silence sislence Orthographic Addition Medial
Sponge spounge Phonological
Tortoise touitius Orthographic Add/Om Med/Fin
Spelling errors made by the spelling-age comparison group in the 60-word list
Word Error
carnival carnaval, carnivall, carnivor, carnivle, carnvel, carnivel
colour coulor, coleur, coler, coller, couler, color, coulou
comet camite, comit, comeat, carmett, carmed, cermit
council counsil, cansel, counsall, counsel, cauncie, cansle, counsl, cansal
cricket criket, criciet, cricet, cricit
deer dear, dier
drain dran, train, drane
(Continued )
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Continued.
Word Error
elephant eleifant, elphant, elaphant
family familiy, famaly
father farther, fhaver
ﬂour ﬂower, ﬂouwer, ﬂouer,
footprint foodprint
genius geniose, geenyes, giniess, geneose, geaneais, geniouse, guinies, geaneose, jinias, jeanius, genious
ghost gost, ghoast, gohst, goast, goust,
hurricane hurickane, hurican, huricane, haricane, harigan, haricain, huricane
kangaroo kangeroo, kangroo, kangro
lemon leme
magnet magnit, magnite
mate made
monastery monistery, monasetarey, monstery, monstrey, monstering,
monestary, monestry, monastery, monusore, monesteri, monestery
mystery mystry, mestrey, mystarey, myistry, mistery, mistree, misteri, mistury
noise nois
nuisance nusance, newsent, newsuns, newsance, newsensis, neasants, newsans, nusuns, nusunes
peace peese, pece, peas
pipe pip
place plase
pool poll
pride prid
problem problom
race rase, raice
road roud
sail sale,
seal sile
silence silent, silance, sielence, silens, silans, silines
silver siver
sky scky
soap sope, soup
sponge spounge, spunge, spung, spangj,
storm sorn
story sorry
summer sumer, summur
tortoise tortose, tortes, turtes, tortis, tortase, tortursce, torts
trust truck
vapour vaper, vaiper, vapor
worm werm, wirm
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